
futr. artists Alejandro Javaloyas, Backwards Geometry, Dust B. and ODD JOBS take over Tears In Rain Gallery in an attempt 
to display a selection of works that prove that the digital post-abstract movement is currently pushing the limits of what we 
understood as traditional abstraction, expanding its boundaries with the sharp edge of the pixel and the radiation of the LED.

A new abstract era
Post-abstraction, deactivating 4 traditional abstract paradigms

tearsinrain.gallery
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ALEJANDRO
JAVALOYAS

CURATORS

Abstract Issues displays a selection of 

works that prove that the digital post-

abstract movement is currently pushing 

the limits of what we understood 

as traditional abstraction. To do so, 

post-abstraction is responding to and 

neutralizing some of the constraining 

archetypes that came hand in hand with 

American Abstract Expressionism and 

European Informalism, both developed 

between the 1940s and 1970s.

Alejandro Javaloyas is 
a post-abstract visual 
artist from Majorca, 

Spain, currently based in 
Toulouse, France.  

 
He holds a BA in Fine Arts 

from the University of 
Barcelona (ES), an MFA 
in Filmmaking from the 
Barcelona Film School 

ESCAC (ES), and an MBA 
in Cultural Management 

from Aalto University (FI).  
 

He’s been developing his 
career in the traditional art 
world for almost 10 years, 

and joined the NFT art 
space in June 2022.

BACKWARDS
GEOMETRY

Michael Wilseque aka 
Backwards Geometry 

hails from Curitiba, Brazil. 
Exploring a handful of 

techniques and mediums 
in his creative process, 

from painting, to collage, 
digital art, sound art, 
among other artistic 

manifestations. 
 

His creative interests 
include spontaneity, 
chance, the relation 
between color-form-

material, erasure, 
decomposition and time 

as a transformative agent.

DUST
BUNNY

Daniel Olej aka Dust B. is 
a Designer / Artist based 

on the mountains of 
Rio - Brazil, his practice 

covers, scultupes, fashion 
& furniture design, wax 

pastel drawings & digital 
painting.

The lush landscapes of 
his home country create 
a backdrop that fuels the 
creative spark in Daniels 

digital paintings.

ODD
JOBS

Daniel Curtis aka Odd 
Jobs is a post abstract 
artists based in London 

UK. 

His work comprises 
of archive material, 

instinctive mark making 
and collected textures.

Dan’s layered 
compositions portray 
a great intamacy and 

delicate asthetic.

The abstract production in the digital art space 

-AKA Post-Abstraction- is undeniably booming 

across all chains. What’s game-changing is not 

only the rapidly increasing number of abstract 

works that are being created, minted and listed; 

but also the innovations that come hand in 

hand with them, due to the digital ecosystem 

and its autochthonous tools. There are artists 

wrestling with the edges of what it means 

to make abstraction today, expanding its 

boundaries with the sharp edge of the pixel and 

the radiation of the LED. These artists see Post-

Abstraction not as style, but as a conceptual 

framing device that can be glitched, contorted 

and hacked into.

The current exhibition is the first of its kind, and 

attempts to display a selection of works that 

prove that the digital post-abstract movement 

is currently pushing the boundaries of what 

we understood as traditional abstraction. 

To do so, Post-Abstraction is responding to 

and neutralizing some of the constraining 

archetypes that are intrinsic to American 

Abstract Expressionism and European 

Informalisms, both developed between the 

1940s and 1970s.

Each floor of the Tears In Rain Gallery includes 

a selection of works consistent with a post-

abstract idea that rejects a traditional abstract 

assumption.
Text: Alejandro Javaloyas and Daniel Curtis

Production: futr.
Schedule: 1-16 September 2022
Location: tearsinrain.gallery/visit

ARTISTS
82DAZAI - A-MASHIRO - ADHD - AERTIME - ALISHA ANGLIN - AMAC - ARTCAROLINABF - ARTEDEFT 
ATELIÊ 407 - AUGURS - BEN HOLMES - C_Y_D_N - CAJABEATS - CHEPERTOM - CIANCOLEMAN - CIPUT 
CRONLI - DANA AFANEGO - DANI LAPLANTE - DANIEL JEROME - DENU - DMARCHI - DRAIN - DVSTNS 
ELBI - ERDY - ESTELLE FLORES - EWA MATYJA - FERDOROPEZA - HELIO SANTOS - HFDA - HOLLADAY 
SALTZ - HOLLY HERBERT - ISHIKA GUHA - JINYAO LIN - JUSTIN W JOHN - KARIM - KAZUHIRO AIHARA 
KE9E - KIKA NICOLELA - KITASAVI - LAURA FARIA - LOGBOOK - LESLEY GRAINGER - LINDA DOUNIA 
LISANNE HAACK - LUCIANA GUERRA - LUCIANA YOVINE - MAJA FÜSPÖK - MARTNBRUC - MEELAYYA 
MEL SHAPCOTT - MMOONSTUDIOS - NALADHIPA - NAMTH - NATURLICHTURISMO - NIKEETA LAKHIANI
NOUMENAL - PENNY FARTHING - PETER EVANS - PLY300 - RICKY RETOUCH - RIKMOHLMANN 
ROSENHAINARTE - SABATO - SANTIAGO - SKY GOODMAN - SONIA PÉREZ - TONY - TÙ.ÚK’Z - ZALA

seeing red
elbi
Teia #760503

https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/760503
https://twitter.com/a_javaloyas
https://twitter.com/bckwrdsgeometry
https://twitter.com/0DDxJ0BS
https://twitter.com/dustbunny20
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/760503
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Abstract Expressionism was the first American 

painting movement to achieve international 

influence, undeniably put New York at the 

center of the Western Art World, and educated 

the entire world towards understanding that 

non-representational art could be as good 

and valued as figuration. However, abstraction 

existed long before the 1940s and kept 

developing beyond the 1970s. Therefore, 

understanding that gesture, the pillar of Action 

Painting and Tachisme, is the paroxysm of 

abstraction and a symptom of a mature 

practice is but a fallacy. On this floor, we want 

to deactivate that preconception by proving 

that abstraction can embrace other aesthetics 

and formal approaches. Furthermore, Post-

Abstraction can shine by utilizing tools that are 

endemic to the digital space.

GROUND FLOOR // CURATED BY ALEJANDRO JAVALOYAS
DIGITALITY AS A REACTION AGAINST ACTION PAINTING AND GESTURAL ABSTRACTION

American Abstract Expressionism and 

European Informalism have been historically 

chronicled and understood as the two main 

manifestations of abstract art in the modern 

and post-modern era. We truly believe that’s 

a highly non-inclusive and pathologically 

ethnocentric view of the history of Art. On this 

floor, we want to disarticulate the Western-

dominated paradigm by proving how prolific 

and talented Post-Abstraction is beyond the 

white and the West.

FIRST FLOOR // CURATED BY BACKWARDS GEOMETRY
DECOLONIZATION AS A REACTION AGAINST THE WESTERN-DOMINATED PARADIGM

The Formula for 
Immanent Happiness
Holladay Saltz
Objkt Collection “Random 

Access Memory”

Token #5

This Pain Spreads Out Like A Fungus
artcarolinabf

Objkt Collection “Fungus” Token #0

https://objkt.com/asset/KT1Png22G2cduRjSEVJg8FmmJh9ZxsiJHJqA/5
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1MRWibn2jhUDk7A5kQSNy3HLXou1HbXddr/0
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1Png22G2cduRjSEVJg8FmmJh9ZxsiJHJqA/5
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1MRWibn2jhUDk7A5kQSNy3HLXou1HbXddr/0
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Traditional abstraction was built upon ideas 

such as the dissolution of the subject-matter 

and the absence of any representational aim. 

However, we do not believe in dichotomic 

realities and understand that genres and 

classifications are always permeable. On this 

floor we want to prove that Post-Abstraction 

is a highly complex and diverse framing 

device that stands as the last contribution to 

the ongoing abstract conversation, when still 

allowing figurative aspirations, either in the 

shape of recognizable figures, or underneath 

the idea of using digital tools that emulate the 

visual behavior of analog outputs. 

SECOND FLOOR // CURATED BY DUST BUNNY
POST ABSTRACT FIGURATION AS A REACTION AGAINST
THE ABANDONMENT OF REPRESENTATION

The Spiritual Biome
of a Neon Sign
Ben Holmes
Foundation Collection 

“Homunculus Online”

Token #3

The traditional abstract scene between the 40s 

and the 70s was absolutely dominated by male 

artists, both in the US and in Europe. Collectors, 

private galleries and museums overlooked 

many artists based on gender discrimination. 

Although in the last 20 years there’s been an 

effort to make visible all the forgotten women 

of abstract art, these initiatives have often been 

articulated from a highly hetero-normative 

and noninclusive place. On this floor, we want 

to neutralize this dichotomic paradigm by 

displaying a selection of high-quality works that 

celebrate gender diversity in a much broader 

sense.

ROOFTOP // CURATED BY ODD JOBS
GENDER DIVERSITY AS A REACTION AGAINST THE HETERONORMATIVE-MALE DOMINANCE

ObjTen10
Maja Füspök

Teia #770056

https://foundation.app/@benholmes/homunculusonline/3
https://foundation.app/@benholmes/homunculusonline/3
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/770056
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/770056


https://tannhauser-gate.xyz
https://futr.art
https://kodeops.io
https://tearsinrain.gallery

